Fast and accurate Coulomb calculation with Gaussian functions.
Coulomb interaction is one of the major time-consuming components in a density functional theory (DFT) calculation. In the last decade, dramatic progresses have been made to improve the efficiency of Coulomb calculation, including continuous fast multipole method (CFMM) and J-engine method, all developed first inside Q-Chem. The most recent development is the advent of Fourier transform Coulomb method developed by Fusti-Molnar and Pulay, and an improved version of the method has been recently implemented in Q-Chem. It replaces the least efficient part of the previous Coulomb methods with an accurate numerical integration scheme that scales in O(N2) instead of O(N4) with the basis size. The result is a much smaller slope in the linear scaling with respect to the molecular size and we will demonstrate through a series of benchmark calculations that it speeds up the calculation of Coulomb energy by several folds over the efficient existing code, i.e., the combination of CFMM and J-engine, without loss of accuracy. Furthermore, we will show that it is complementary to the latter and together the three methods offer the best performance for Coulomb part of DFT calculations, making the DFT calculations affordable for very large systems involving thousands of basis functions.